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ABSTRACT

Augmented Reality (AR) applications on mobile devices like smartphones and tablet computers have become increasingly popular. In this paper, for the first time in the AR domain, we present: (1) the influence of different handheld displays and (2) the exocentric depth perception. Unlike egocentric depth perception, exocentric depth perception has not been investigated in AR.

We have selected a suitable vision-based tracking method for our user studies based on a set of evaluations. Then we have investigated the effect of display size and resolution through two user studies. One study investigated the effect of different displays on egocentric depth perception. The other study investigated the effect of displays on exocentric and ordinal depth perception.

Interestingly, we noticed depth compression is less when using a mobile phone, while participants subjectively preferred a tablet. A similar effect was also noticed in exocentric depth perception. The tablet provided significantly better ordinal depth perception. Unlike egocentric depth perception, exocentric depth perception has not been investigated in AR.

In both of the studies, we found no effect of the AR X-ray visualization on depth perception. Both egocentric and exocentric distances were underestimated.
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1 INTRODUCTION

AR superimposes computer generated virtual objects on top of the real world with 3D registration, and provides interaction in real time [4]. Typical AR applications are comprised of three fundamental components—display device, tracking, and rendering techniques.

A display presents the AR environment to the user. Hence, it is important to have a high quality display to provide effective visual stimuli. While Head-Worn Displays (HWDs) provide better immersion, portable handheld displays enable higher mobility and make AR widely usable in outdoor environments. Particularly, with the increase in computational power of current portable devices like tablets and mobile phones, it has become a widespread practice to build AR application on these platforms. The introduction of a number of AR Browsers such as [38, 31] and AR development APIs for smartphones in the past few years support this claim.

A precise tracking of the camera within the augmented environment is required to achieve proper alignment of the virtual objects to the real-world counterparts and create a rich user experience [2]. A broad range of research is being carried out to develop highly accurate and robust tracking technologies. Sensor-based tracking is widely used to track the pose of a mobile phone’s camera in an outdoor location. In contrast to the sensor-based tracking for outdoor AR, recently, Kim et al. [17] have proposed a tracking method based on a set of keyframes that are selected from a video stream for mobile AR. As achieving a proper registration is one of the fundamental challenges in mobile AR [5], we believe this challenge has prevented scientists from conducting reliable user studies on handheld AR in outdoor locations.

Rendering techniques are used to present virtual objects to the user in an AR environment with a proper context to the real world. One such rendering technique is X-ray visualization. X-ray visualizations are very specific to AR and are useful in various application domains, including medical, defense, and tourism. We have...
previously presented two different kinds of photorealistic X-ray visualizations—edge-based [3] and saliency-based [36]—enabling users to see the photorealistic (in contrast to symbolic) appearance of the background points of interest (POIs), while providing a context of the real-world foreground.

Current research shows a clear lack of user-based research, investigating perceptual capabilities for mobile AR using handheld devices. Most of the previous user studies in AR were conducted in indoor locations, primarily using HWDs. Only a few papers have presented user studies conducted in an outdoor location using a handheld display [7, 40, 8]. However, with the current trend in AR, it has become an absolute necessity to perform more user-based research on outdoor handheld AR. In this paper we have thoroughly investigated the effect of display size and resolution on outdoor depth perception. While egocentric depth perception is widely investigated in AR, exocentric depth perception is overlooked. Additionally, we have investigated the effect of AR X-ray visualization on depth perception.

In Experiment 1, to select a suitable tracking method for our focused user studies, we have conducted a preliminary benchmark to compare the performance of sensor-based and vision-based tracking methods in an outdoor location.

Then, we conducted a user study (Experiment 2) to evaluate the effect of distance-field and AR X-ray rendering on egocentric depth perception using an iPhone. Previously we have noticed a contradictory result on outdoor depth perception; distance was one of the possible factors influencing the difference (see [7]). We also investigated if tracking methods have any influence on depth perception.

Neither Experiment 1 nor Experiment 2 revealed any significant differences between the tracking methods, subjectively preferred sensor-based tracking and hence, we have used this method for our two other user studies, investigating the effect of display properties on depth perception.

In Experiment 3, we have systematically varied display size and resolution to investigate their effect on egocentric depth perception.

Finally, in Experiment 4, we investigated the effect of display configuration on exocentric and ordinal depth perception.

We noticed a consistent underestimation of both egocentric and exocentric distances. Surprisingly, the iPhone led to less depth compression in comparison with the iPad. The iPad led to significantly more correct responses in terms of ordinal depth perception. While display size indicated an effect on depth perception, we did not notice any effect of display resolution.

1.1 Contribution

In the AR domain, we are the first to investigate: (1) the influence of handheld displays and (2) the egocentric depth perception. While most of the previous depth perception experiments in AR were conducted using HWDs, this is the first experiment to investigate depth perception using a mobile phone and a tablet computer. No other user studies have investigated egocentric depth perception in AR so far. Both issues are very important in the current state-of-the-art in this domain. Handheld devices are the most promising AR platform for mass adoption, and properly perceiving the relationship between two virtual objects is crucial in outdoor AR. We believe that this research will provide important insight to mobile AR application developers and researchers.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We review the earlier research conducted in this domain in Section 2. In Section 3, we present the results of a benchmark showing the differences in tracking quality of sensor-based and vision-based tracking methods. Section 4 reports a user study investigating the effect of tracking quality on outdoor depth perception. Next, we present another user study describing the effects of display size and resolution on egocentric depth perception in Section 5. Section 6 reports the effect of display on exocentric and ordinal depth perception. We conclude our paper by directing towards future research in Section 7.

2 RELATED WORK

AR, being a user interface technology, has to be evaluated extensively with human participants to understand the underlying perceptual and cognitive properties. There have been a number of studies evaluating depth perception in AR. In this section we review some of the relevant work related to our current experiments and experimental setups including tracking technology for outdoor AR.

2.1 Depth Perception and Depth Cues

Perception of distance helps us to create a three-dimensional impression of the world by combining two-dimensional, flat retinal images captured from slightly different viewpoints [39]. The three dimensions of the perceptual space are up-down, sideways, and towards-away. The towards-away dimension presents the depth information to our brain and we receive less information in this dimension in comparison with the other two dimensions [43]. Our brain has to indirectly infer the information—depth cues—received in that dimension.

There are two categories of depth cues—pictorial and non-pictorial. In the real world, depth perception is based on the interpretation of one or more depth cues. Ten important depth cues in particular influence us [14].

These cues change their strength based on distances [6, 32]. Our environment can be divided in three different distances as near-field (within arm’s reach), medium-field (up to 30m), and far-field (beyond 30m) [6]. The interaction and combination of these depth cues are described in cue theory [20].

2.2 Depth Perception in AR

Understanding depth perception in AR is necessary to portray the correct relationship between the real-world objects and the virtual objects to the observer as intended by the developer. A wide range of research has been carried out on this domain.

Perception is an invisible cognitive state and we measure the perception of depth through qualitatively reliable judgments and perception is inferred from these judgments [39]. To measure the depth judgment scientists have employed different types of tasks including verbal estimation, closed- and open-loop action based tasks. A review of such tasks are presented by Loomis and Knapp [25].

Two different types of depth judgment occur in our environment: egocentric and exocentric [30]. Egocentric depth perception refers to the distance to an object perceived from the observers viewpoint; exocentric depth perception refers to the distance between two objects in the view [39]. Both egocentric and exocentric depths are underestimated in virtual environments [33]; while in the real world, depth estimation is somewhat accurate [25]. To solve this problem various synthetic depth cues have been proposed [24, 40, 44].

Egocentric Depth Perception

So far AR has been investigated widely, specifically using HWDs. Most of the depth perception studies in AR, like Virtual Reality, have consistently reported depth underestimation of objects presented on a ground plane. However, the reason of this underestimation is not clearly understood.

Numerous studies have evaluated egocentric depth perception in near-field distances. The effect of near-field distances along with an occluded surface, convergence, accommodation, age, and stereo displays were studied through a perceptual matching task in a series of studies [10]. Later on, the effect of motion parallax and system latency was explored in [28]. Recently, a study experimented reaching and matching tasks in near-field distances [37].

Egocentric depth judgment in medium- and far-field AR was evaluated using a perceptual matching protocol in [39]. This experiment interestingly reported a shift in bias from underestimation to overestimation at 23m in an indoor environment, whereas depth underestimation is a common phenomenon in virtual environments. Later on, another experiment without using any X-ray vision, reported depth overestimation of medium-field distances in an outdoor environment [22]. Multiple visualizations for occluded objects were evaluated in [24, 23]. Recently, the effect of peripheral vision was evaluated [15]. All of the above studies used an optical see-through HWD.

However, in the last few years, handheld devices like mobile phones, have become a promising platform for AR applications, as their computational power increased [19]. While perceptual issues in AR are investigated predominantly using HWDs, handheld displays remained under-explored.

Some recent studies, investigated perceptual issues with X-ray visualization using handheld displays. A set of depth cues for
X-ray visualization was evaluated in [40]. We have investigated X-ray visualization with a target selection task in [36], with a depth perception task in [7], and with a real-world navigation task in [8]. Results in [7], contradicting [22], reported a consistent depth underestimation in an outdoor environment, however, of far-field distances. In this paper, we are further investigating if different range of distances affect depth perception.

**Exocentric Depth Perception**

Numerous experiments have investigated the exocentric depth perception in real-world scenario. It was reported that the change in the viewing angle can change the exocentric depth perception of exactly same stimuli [21]. A mathematical model of the visual space was created by Foley et al., based on exocentric depth judgment [12]. Loomis et al. proved a dissociation between perceived target location and perceived exocentric distance and shape [26]. The effect of familiar and unfamiliar size of objects were investigated by Predebon [34].

While the AR community has conducted egocentric depth perception experiments widely, exocentric depth perception still needs to be explored in this space. Exocentric depth perception is important for AR applications where relationship between two or more virtual objects are to be inferred.

Unavailability of robust tracking methods for outdoor AR makes it harder for researchers to conduct reliable user studies in such environments.

### 2.3 Tracking Methods in AR

Estimating and continuously tracking the user’s or camera’s pose is an essential pre-requisite for any augmented reality application. For location-based AR Browsers, sensor-based approaches combining GPS for position and magnetometer and IMUs for orientation have been used for a long time [11]. With modern mobile devices featuring the same set of sensors, this is the most common approach to the tracking problem and widely used in mobile applications [38, 31]. Computer vision-based approaches are mature for tracking objects relative to the user’s devices, ranging from fiducial markers [16] to arbitrary image targets [42].

For outdoor environments, computer vision-based tracking systems are feasible, but require larger models [35] and often combine sensor input for more robust performance [45]. The largest source of overlay error is usually inaccurate orientation estimation and for a stationary user looking around this is the most important concern. Stable and fast orientation estimation from a rotating camera without prior information about the environment is possible [9, 27] and efficient variations exist for mobile devices [4, 17]. Without further information, the visual orientation tracking is only relative. This is offset through combination with absolute sensors such as magnetometers and linear accelerometers.

Overall, even though mobile devices are a highly sought after platform for commercial AR applications, the current state of the literature indicates a clear lack of experiments that investigate the effects of display on depth perception in mobile AR. We did not find any user study investigating exocentric depth perception in AR.

To fill this gap, in this paper, we have conducted multiple evaluations investigating egocentric and exocentric depth perception using handheld displays.

### 3 Experiment 1: Difference in Tracking Quality

We conducted a preliminary benchmark to compare the performance of sensor-based and vision-based tracking methods in an outdoor location to select a suitable tracking method for our focused user studies.

In our system we use the visual orientation tracker described by Kim et al. [17]. This tracker computes the device orientation with respect to a set of keyframes that are selected from the video stream and added over time. Similar to well-known systems, such as PTAM [18]. The initial keyframe determines the reference orientation. Each incoming video frame is tracked by re-projecting visible interest points from near-by keyframes into the current frame. Then active search in the neighborhood of the re-projection locations is used to establish correspondences. The camera orientation is estimated by minimizing the re-projection error over all valid correspondences. As the motion model only allows for camera rotation, the visual tracker does not need to estimate the 3D locations of the interest points.

Such tracking approaches have been demonstrated to work efficiently and accurately even on mobile platforms [41]. In order to assess the need for such methods, we ran an evaluation to compare the accuracy of estimated orientations between the visual tracker and built-in orientation sensors. Specifically, we used the CoreMotion API on an iPhone4S device to extract orientation measurements and use these independently from the visual orientation estimation.

#### 3.1 Setup

The evaluation setup consist of a turn-table with the phone mounted vertically in landscape mode such that the camera center is in the axis of rotation. Around the turn-table we set up a scene structure at 1m distance. The phone was mounted such that it could be translated radially outwards along its viewing direction to emulate the effects of off-axis rotation. We verified that the turn-table did not influence the magnetometer measurements and the resulting orientation estimates. Repeated measurements of the same directions as well as relative rotations were stable.

We varied the distance of the camera focal point from the axis of rotations to simulate the effects of a user holding the phone and rotating around their body axis. The phone was moved to 0cm, 5cm and 10cm from the axis corresponding to a relative radius of 0%, 5% and 10% of mean scene distance. For a real user, holding the phone around 50cm from the axis of rotation this corresponds to a scene distance of ∞, 10m, and 5m. In each setting we rotated the phone through a rotation of 180° and measured the relative rotation from the starting pose using both the visual tracker and the build-in sensors (IMUs). We recorded 3 runs for each setting.

#### 3.2 Results

We looked at both static errors for 2 rotations at 90° and 180° and dynamic errors between the two measurement methods. We compared the angle of rotation to account for any inaccuracies in aligning the sensor or camera coordinate system with the turn-table axis of rotation. Figure 2 shows the rotation angles for three recordings, each for a different camera distance from the axis of rotation.

Table 1 gives the mean and standard deviation for the different configurations and settings. For the perfect motion at 0% distance from the rotation axis, the accuracy for both the visual tracking
and the sensor-based rotation is to 1.5° and about 3° for 90° and 180° rotations. Both exhibit a slight underestimation of the orientation. For offsets from the rotation axis, the visual tracking shows a marked drift which is due to the translation in the image being modeled as additional rotation and therefore the orientation is overestimated consistently.

We can see that for pure rotation, or rotations close to the initial reference direction, both methods perform very similar. Therefore, we do not expect to see any influence on the user’s performance. Moreover, the sensor-based method also provides absolute orientation which can be more useful than a pure relative orientation.

Deviations from the pure rotational model are visible and are due to the parallax effect induced by the camera motion. From the given data, we estimated the drift rate for the visual tracker by correlating the angular difference between the two rotations and the amount of total rotation as estimated by the sensors (see Figure 3). For a 5% offset, we see a rate of 0.038, while for the 10% offset a rate of 0.084, roughly twice as much. This implies that the error of the visual tracker is roughly 4% and 9% of the angle to the initial reference for these offsets.

### Experiment 1: Effect of AR X-ray and Distance-field on Depth Perception

In this experiment, we investigated the effect of X-ray visualization and distance-field on egocentric depth perception using an iPhone. Experimentation of depth perception has not widely been performed using handheld devices. Additionally, we have investigated the effect of tracking methods on depth perception, although we did not expect any significant difference based on the results of Experiment 1.

#### 4.1 Experimental Platform

We used an iPhone4S with 3.5” diagonal screen having a resolution of 960 × 640 as the experimental platform. For more detailed specifications please refer to [1]. While most of the other depth perception studies in AR have used HWDs or other handheld devices with larger screen size, we decided to use a mobile phone as this is going to be the most commonly used platform for outdoor AR applications. User responses were recorded by an experimenter on a laptop placed next to the participant.

### 4.2 Participants and Procedure

27 students and staff, ages ranging from 21 to 63 years, from the University of South Australia were recruited for the mixed-factorial experiment and were equally distributed into three matched groups. Each of the groups performed their task on the assigned Spatial arrangement, a between subject variable. All the participants had the normal or corrected to normal vision. 18 of them had experience with AR environments.

Participants were instructed to stand at a fixed position during the experimental sessions and hold the phone up at eye height as shown in Figure 1a. We instructed participants to use the display as they would do normally. We noticed that participants held the device within a comfortable range of 30 cm to 45 cm from their eyes. The experimental trials were sequentially presented on the screen of the mobile phone and only one green pyramid was shown at a time. Participants had to verbally report the egocentric distance to the tip of the pyramid. They were aware of the actual size of the pyramid being 3m × 3m base and 3m high.

Except occlusion and height in the visual field, no other depth cues (such as shadow or texture gradient) were available to the participants. As we only used an orientation tracker, motion parallax was not available as a depth cue, either.

After reporting the distance to the experimenter, participants tapped twice on the screen and the next trial was presented. This process was repeated 12 times in a single repetition and the distance to the target pyramid was changed randomly. Overall, there were four repetition per participant. Participants were allowed to take a break between each repetitions.

The experiment took about 25 minutes per participant and the whole experiment was conducted over five consecutive days at our university campus.

### 4.3 Variables

This mixed — factorial experiment was based on four independent and four dependent variables. Overall, there were 3 (spatial arrangement) × 2 (tracking method) × 12 (distance) × 2 (repetitions for each tracking method) × 9 (participants per group) = 1296 data points.

#### Independent Variables

- **Spatial Arrangement** (Combination of Occlusion and X-ray Visualization) ∈ {On-On, On-Off, Off-Off} between subjects

  We presented the target green pyramid as a part of the background scene for two of the three spatial arrangements. Hence, these conditions have the occlusion On (Figure 1b, 1c).

  **On-On:** In one of the occlusion-on conditions, we have used an edge-overlaid X-ray visualization that preserves the edges of the foreground and shows the background through that edge-overlaid representation of the foreground [3]. This combination constructed one level of this independent variable—On-On (See Figure 1b).

  **On-Off:** In another condition with occlusion-on, we did not present any X-ray visualization and occluded target object appeared to be floating over the foreground. This combination constructed another level—On-Off (See Figure 1c). This type of setup is widely used in various AR browsers.

  **Off-Off:** As a control condition, we presented the target object without any occlusion (occlusion-off); and consequently, no X-ray visualization was applied. This combination constructed the final level—Off-Off (See Figure 1d).

- **Distance** ∈ {19.3m (1.86°), 24.2m (1.48°), 28.9m (1.2°), 33.8m (1.04°), 38.6m (0.92°), 47.3m (0.74°), 59.1m (0.62°), 69.7m (0.5°), 82.5m (0.42°), 95.1m (0.36°), 104.6m (0.34°), 117.0m (0.26°)} within subjects

#### Table 1: Angular measurement accuracy comparing the visual tracker and sensor-based orientation estimates. The visual tracker shows a clear trend with increasing off-axis motion, while the sensor-based orientation estimate is stable.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Offset</th>
<th>Visual M(SD)</th>
<th>Sensor M(SD)</th>
<th>Visual M(SD)</th>
<th>Sensor M(SD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0°</td>
<td>-1.20(0.11)</td>
<td>-1.40(0.12)</td>
<td>-2.92(0.19)</td>
<td>-3.36(0.15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5%</td>
<td>2.82(0.12)</td>
<td>-0.73(0.17)</td>
<td>4.77(0.10)</td>
<td>2.55(0.20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10%</td>
<td>6.87(0.12)</td>
<td>-0.63(0.14)</td>
<td>12.64(0.16)</td>
<td>-2.56(0.19)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3: Correlation between the error of the visual tracker and the angle to the reference frame.
We have selected 12 different distances that cover a large range. Distances up to 38.6 meters were selected from an experiment by Livingston et al. [22] where they reported an overestimation of distances in an outdoor environment. Distances from 69.7 meters were selected from our previous experiment where, contradicting [22], we found an underestimation of distance in an outdoor environment [7]. Distances 47.3 and 59.1 were selected as bridging factors between the two different sets of distances.

The visual size of the target pyramids—the angular size the pyramids take on the retina—at various distances is given within the parentheses (assuming that participants held the device at 45 cm away from their eyes). If the pyramids were present in the real world, then their actual visual size would have been approximately 5.26 times higher than the values given above.

This selection of distances forms our Hypothesis H2. We wanted to investigate if the different range of distances used in two different experiments contributed to the contradictory results.

### 4.4 Hypotheses

- **Tracking Method** ∈ {Vision-based, Sensor-based} **within subjects**
  We have used the same tracking methods as described in Section 3 as a within-subject variable. Among four repetitions we have alternately used the tracking methods, i.e., two repetitions with vision-based tracking and two repetitions with sensor-based tracking. The order was counterbalanced among participants.

- **Repetition** ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} **within subjects**
  A set of 12 trials were randomly repeated four times for each participant, resulting in performing 48 different trials with one target object in each of them. We have used a 12 × 12 Latin square to randomize the trials.

### Dependent Variables

Three quantitative variables were derived from the responses of the participants. Signed error (SE) was measured as the difference between the perceived distance and actual distance of virtual objects in meters. Hence, a positive SE indicates an overestimation of depth, while a negative SE indicates underestimation. We have also measured Absolute Error as |SE|. Time taken by the participants to respond on each of the trials was recorded.

### 4.5 Results

We have prepared and analyzed the collected data using SPSS statistical package.

**Main Effects:**
Surprisingly, we did not find a main effect of Spatial Arrangement on any of the dependent variables. There were main effects of Distance on Signed Error—F(11,264)=304.95, \( p < .001, \eta^2_2=0.93 \) and Absolute Error—F(11,264)=144.83, \( p < .001, \eta^2_2=0.86 \). Overall, with increasing distance Signed Error and Absolute Error increased (see Figure 4).

There was a main effect of Repetition on Response Time—F(1,24)=34.18, \( p < .001, \eta^2_2=0.25 \). Indicating a learning effect, the second repetition for each condition was significantly faster than the first repetition.

**Interaction Effects:**
An interaction effect of Distance × Repetition was found on Signed Error—F(11,264)=73.13, \( p < .001, \eta^2_2=0.14 \). Interestingly, signed error decreased in second repetition up to 47.3 meters, however, it started to increase from 59.1 meters onwards. There was a further interaction observed on Signed Error between Distance × Repetition × Spatial Arrangement—F(22,264)=4.72, \( p < .001, \eta^2_2=0.28 \). While On-On and On-Off conditions had consistently lower or similar signed error in second trials across all distances, Off-Off condition had considerably higher signed error in the second trials 47.3 meters onwards.

Similar interaction effects found on Absolute Error: first, Distance × Repetition—F(11,264)=2.44, \( p = 0.006, \eta^2_2=0.09 \) and second, Distance × Repetition × Spatial Arrangement—F(22,264)=3.93, \( p < .001, \eta^2_2=0.25 \).

An interaction between Distance × Repetition was found on Response Time—F(11,264)=2.3, \( p = 0.01, \eta^2_2=0.09 \). Though the second repetition was consistently faster than the first repetition, however, the difference was quite random.

### 4.6 Discussion

In this experiment, the comparison between Tracking Methods and Spatial Arrangements did not yield any significant difference on any of the dependent variables tested. Hence, we did not find any evidence in favor of accepting our hypotheses. We attribute this result to the difficulty of distance estimation using the small screen of the mobile phone. From the informal discussions with the participants, we found that the primary depth cue participants used was the relative change in the height of the pyramid in the visual field in

---

**Figure 4:** Signed Error shows a consistent underestimation of distances in all spatial conditions. Whiskers represent ±95% confidence interval and the thick black line represents veridical perception.
successive trials. This is expected, as beyond 2 meters height in the visual field becomes the most important depth cue [6]. The change of height of the target pyramids were easily noticeable up to 36.6 meters, but after that point the change was not easily noticeable on the small screen and we noticed a sharp increase in the error (See Figure 4).

From the results of this experiment, it appears that the errors observed in tracking quality do not affect depth perception significantly. However, from the expressions of the participants we have observed some hints of discomfort when target pyramids jumped or started to move randomly. In some cases it caused a high response time. There is no interaction effect between the X-ray visualization and tracking error; also we did not find any significant effect to claim that not using X-ray visualization will effect depth perception for occluded objects; however, it is true that if we intend to go beyond the controlled experimental setup and unnatural target objects, a photorealistic rendering of the occluded region is essential which can not be achieved without X-ray visualizations.

However, in most of the cases, Off-Off condition performed better than other Spatial Arrangements. We have noticed that participants guessed the distance somewhat accurately up to 36.6 meters; this is expected from the explanations of Cutting: an average individual can accurately perceive distances up to around 30 meters (action space); but beyond that point (vista space) the distance perception gets increasingly compressed with distance [6].

Similar to our previous results in [7] and contradicting [22], we observed a consistent distance underestimation in an outdoor environment, even in medium field distances. Hence, our hypothesis H2 was refuted. Most importantly, we noticed that the depth compression in far-field distances is noticeably more than our previous experiment using a larger handheld display with a lower resolution [7]. To investigate the reason of this difference more deeply we have designed a second user study presented in Section 5, where we varied size and resolution of displays systematically in separate conditions.

5 EXPERIMENT 3: EFFECT OF DISPLAY ON EGOCENTRIC DEPTH PERCEPTION

In the last experiment we noticed a considerably higher depth compression compared to our previous experiment [7] using a larger display with lower resolution; consequently, we designed a within-subjects experiment to investigate the effect of size and the resolution of the display on depth perception. We were also interested to investigate if the X-ray visualization interacts with the display properties. As we did not notice any significant difference between the two tracking methods, in this study we have used the vision-based tracker.

5.1 Experimental Platform

We have used two different display devices. First, an iPhone 4s with 3.5” screen size and 960 × 640 (326 ppi) resolution. Second, an iPad 3 with 9.7” screen and 2048 × 1536 (264 ppi) resolution (see Figure 1g). In this experiment we have used vision-based tracking method as participants subjectively preferred the same in Experiment 2.

5.2 Participants and Procedure

This was intentionally designed to be a within-subject experiment as we intended to evaluate all of the conditions using same participants. Total 12 participants (ages between 22 to 41 years) were recruited; among them six participants participated in the previous experiment at least two weeks ago.

Rest of the experimental procedure and used target object was similar to the first experiment. However, in this experiment there was no competition in any condition. There were overall, six different conditions and we used a 6 × 6 Latin-square to randomize the presentation of the trials to the participants.

5.3 Variables

In this within-subjects experiment there were three independent and three dependent variables. Overall, there were 3 (display configuration) × 2 (spatial arrangement) × 12 (distance) × 12 (participants) = 864 data points.

Independent Variables

- **Display Configuration (Combination of Size and Resolution)** ∈ {Small-Low, Big-Low, Big-High} within subjects
  
  We have used two different size and resolution of displays to create three different display configurations.

  - **Small-Low**: This configuration is exactly the same configuration we used in the first experiment. The condition presented experimental trials on a 3.5” iPhone screen with 960 × 640 resolution. The horizontal visual size of the display was 9.52” (assuming that participants held the device at 45 cm away from their eyes).

  - **Big-Low**: In this condition the experimental trials were presented on a 9.7” iPad3 screen with 960 × 640 resolution. The resolution was exactly the same with Small-Low condition. This display had a horizontal visual size of 24.7”.

  - **Big-High**: In this condition the experimental trials were presented using the native iPad3 configuration, i.e. on a 9.7” screen with 2048 × 1536.

- **Spatial Arrangement (Combination of Occlusion and X-ray Visualization)** ∈ {On-On, Off-Off} within subjects
  
  The same spatial arrangements as Experiment 2 were used. However, in this experiment we excluded On-Off condition, as we did not find any significant difference between the conditions.

- **Distance** ∈ {19.3m (iPhone=1.86” vs. iPad=5.01”), 24.2m (1.48” vs. 4.08”), 28.9m (1.2” vs. 3.3”), 33.8m (1.04” vs. 2.86”), 38.6m (0.92” vs. 2.48”), 47.3m (0.74” vs. 2.1”), 59.1m (0.62” vs. 1.64”), 69.7m (0.5” vs. 1.46”), 82.5m (0.42” vs. 1.24”), 95.1m (0.36” vs. 1.06”),104.6m (0.34” vs. 0.94”), 117.0m (0.26” vs. 0.78”)} within subjects

We have used exactly the same distances ranging from medium to far-field distances like the first experiment. However, depending on the size of the display, the virtual pyramids at the same distance had different visual sizes. Again, assuming a distance from eye to display of 45 cm, the pyramid at 19.3 m had a visual size of 1.86” on the iPhone and 5.01” on the iPad; values for all distances are given above within the parentheses after each distance. If the pyramids were real-world objects, then their visual size would have been approximately 5.26 times higher than on the iPhone and 1.87 times higher than on the iPad.

Dependent Variables

We have used exactly the same dependent variables like the first experiment—Signed Error (SE), Absolute Error (AE), and Response Time.

5.4 Hypotheses

Based on our previous experimental results we formulated the following hypotheses:

- **H1**: Both size and resolution of the display will have an effect on depth perception as bigger size and higher resolution provides improved viewing conditions.

- **H2**: Following our previous experiments, we expected depth underestimation across all distances.

5.5 Results

The collected quantitative data was analyzed with a series of repeated measure ANOVAs using SPSS.

Main Effects

There was a main effect of display configuration on Signed
Figure 5: Results of Experiment 3: Effect of display size and resolution on egocentric depth perception. Whiskers represent ±95% confidence interval and thick horizontal black lines represent veridical perception.

Error—F(2,22)=4.29, p = 0.027, η²_p=0.28. Interestingly, participants significantly underestimated distance least using Small-Low (iPhone) condition (see Figure 5(a)). Due to the large effect size we can assert that the differences in the degree of underestimation was indeed triggered by the display configuration. We have observed a significant main effect of distance on Signed Error — F(11,121)=88.76, p < .001, η²_p=0.89 and Absolute Error — F(11,121)=78.06, p < .001, η²_p=0.88. Expectedly, with increasing distance errors increased and accuracy decreased.

Interaction Effects
The only interaction effect we found was between Display Configuration × Spatial Arrangement on Signed Error—F(2,22)=9.82, p = 0.03, η²_p=0.97 (see Figure 5(b)).

Subjective Feedback
After the experimental session we asked each participant to express their subjective feedback by marking each of the display conditions for following five attributes on a Likert scale of 1 to 7. (Q1) What was your confidence level of depth estimation? (Q2) What was your accuracy level of depth estimation? (Q3) How precisely have you identified the change of size of the faraway pyramids? (Q4) How much do you agree that you have underestimated the distance? (Q5) How much do you agree that you have faced difficulties to estimate distances of faraway pyramids?

Qualitative feedbacks was analyzed using a series of repeated measure ANOVAs (see Figure 5(c)). Participants were significantly more confident (Q1) while using Big-High display configuration followed by Big-Low and Small-Low—F(2,18)=12.85, p < .001, η²_p=0.58. Participants assumed their accuracy level (Q2) to be significantly lowest in Small-Low condition—F(2,18)=11.32, p = 0.001, η²_p=0.58. Similarly, they expected their precision in identifying the change of size of faraway objects (Q3) to be the lowest in Small-Low condition—F(2,18)=10.7, p = 0.001, η²_p=0.54. Interestingly, all participants agreed strongly that they have underestimated the distance (Q4) in all conditions. Furthermore, participants agreed that they faced significantly more difficulties in estimating distances of faraway pyramids using Small-Low condition than Big-High condition—F(2,18)=6.85, p = 0.006, η²_p=0.43.

5.6 Discussion
The primary finding of significance in this experiment is the similarity in depth perception using different display configurations, however, contradicting our expectations. Even the participants, through their subjective feedback, expressed a significant preference towards big screen and higher resolution. However, through objective measures we did not find any evidence of difference among different display configurations except for Signed Error. We observed that participants used both of the displays similarly, held them within 30 cm - 45 cm away from their eyes and did not move them intentionally.

We believe the difference on signed error was caused by the small size of the target pyramids on the small screen of an iPhone that prompted participants to imagine the pyramids to be further away than they were perceived using a bigger screen of an iPad. We have also noticed that the number of overestimations were most using a small screen. Two of the participants have consistently overestimated the distances using an iPhone (small-low configuration), whereas other participants were consistent with their estimation across all display configurations. It is also a point to note that, individual differences can attribute to differences in depth judgment experiments. We did not notice participants to move the displays a lot and the movement was minimal and similar in both of the displays. We attribute this to the missing motion parallax, caused by our rotation-only tracker.

We did not find any difference in resolution. Our chosen resolutions were based on market standards and was not controlled to vary largely. So the differences between resolutions was not enough to trigger different perception, hence, we did not find any significant difference. The fact that resolution has little effect on depth perception was also reported by [29].

Unlike the On-On condition, additional cues like Texture Gradient and Linear Perspective were present in Off-Off condition; however, we did not find any significant difference in depth perception. Hence, we assert that X-ray visualization having no effect on depth estimation is because height in the visual field was used mainly to interpret the distance. Participants have also confirmed this in informal discussions. Participants have informed that, instead of judging the distance based on the pyramid’s height, they have measured the distance based on the relative change in height compared to the preceding trial; hence, height in the visual field was used like an ordinal cue.

Our second hypothesis was supported as we found a constant underestimation of distances across all conditions. This further supports the claim that in AR, like indoor locations, depth perception is underestimated in outdoor locations as well.

As participants expressed that they had significantly more difficulty in identifying the change of size and the egocentric depth of faraway pyramids, we expected a further study of exocentric and or- dinal depth perception can lead to a comprehensive analysis of the perceptual effects. Hence, we have conducted a further experiment
to investigate the egocentric and ordinal depth perception described in Section 6.

6 EXPERIMENT 4: EFFECT OF DISPLAY ON EXOCENTRIC AND ORDINAL DEPTH PERCEPTION

The previous experiment indicated that the size and resolution of a handheld display does not significantly affect egocentric depth perception. However, through a subjective questionnaire, participants reported that using small screen they were less confident in their depth judgment and they had higher difficulty in identifying the change of size of the far away pyramids.

In this experiment, we investigated the effect of display on exocentric and ordinal depth perception between two pyramids showed together. This type of depth judgment is required in real-world AR applications where multiple POIs are showed together.

6.1 Experimental Platform

The target objects and rest of experimental platform was identical to the Experiment 3 where egocentric depth perception was investigated (Section 5). However, in this experiment we excluded Big-Low display configuration. Similar to Experiment 3, we have used the vision-based tracker in this experiment.

6.2 Participants and Procedure

Same 12 participants from Experiment 3 were recruited for this within-subject experiment. However, there were at least one week’s difference between two experiments for every participant. Participants were shown two pyramids of identical size together on the display. They had to identify which one of the two pyramids is closer by saying “Left”, “Right”, or “Equal”. Then the had to verbally report the exocentric distance between the two pyramids (exocentric distance) to the experimenter. Participants were instructed to report the distance between the tips of the two pyramids.

Participants were allowed to take a break between the trials and the whole experimental session took about 25 minutes per participant.

6.3 Variables

In this within-subjects experiment there were three independent and four dependent variables. Overall, there were 2 (display configuration) × 2 (spatial arrangement) × 5 (regions) × 4 (distance pair per region)12 (participants) = 960 data points.

Independent Variables

- **Display Configuration** (Combination of Size and Resolution) ∈ {Small-Low, Big-High} within subjects

  We had the same display configurations as the previous experiment. However, as we did not find any significant difference between Big-Low with two other configurations we removed it from this experiment. For the ease of discussion we will term small-low and big-high conditions as iPhone and iPad respectively in rest of the paper.

- **Spatial Arrangement** (Combination of Occlusion and X-ray Visualization) ∈ {On-On, Off-Off} within subjects

  We had the identical spatial arrangements as the previous experiment—On-On (Figure 1e) and Off-Off (Figure 1f). We counterbalanced the order of Spatial Arrangement.

- **Zone** ∈ {1 to 5} within subjects

  In this experiment we presented the pair of target pyramids in five different zones. Each of those zones was 20 meters away from the starting distance of the previous zone. In each zone we have selected two distances, hence, in the whole experiment there were ten different distances where target pyramids were presented. The difference of egocentric distance between the two distances within each zone was 10 meters. The zones were — Zone 1 [30m (iPhone=1.15° vs. iPad=3.18°) - 40m (0.89° vs. 2.42°)], Zone 2 [50m (0.7° vs. 1.91°) - 60m (0.57° vs. 1.65°)], Zone 3 [70m (0.51° vs. 1.4°) - 80m (0.45° vs. 1.27°)], Zone 4 [90m (0.38° vs. 1.15°) -100m (0.35° vs. 1.02°)], and Zone 5 [110m (0.32° vs. 0.89°) - 120m (0.25° vs. 0.76°)]. If the pyramids were real-world objects, then their visual size would have been approximately 5.26 (iPhone) and 1.87 (iPad) times higher than they were on the screen.

Within each zone we had four different stimuli. In two stimuli we presented the left and right pyramids at two different distance combinations. In the other two stimuli, we presented both of the pyramids at the same distances, however, one stimulus presented the pyramids at the far distance within the zone and the other at the near distance within the zone. Overall, in each session, 5 stimuli presented left pyramid closer, 5 stimuli presented right pyramid closer and 10 stimuli presented both pyramids at the equal distance to the participant. We have randomized the presentation of the stimuli.

### Dependent Variables

We have used four dependent variables: 1. Signed Error, 2. Absolute Error, 3. Ordinal Error, and 4. Response Time. Signed Error and Absolute Error was calculated in the same way as previous experiments. The Ordinal Error is the error in the judgments of the relative depth—which one is closer?

6.4 Hypotheses

Based on our previous experimental results we formulated the following hypotheses:

- **H1** iPad will have lower error in ordinal distance judgment than iPhone.
- **H2** iPad will also have lower error in exocentric distance judgment.

6.5 Results

We have run a set of repeated measure ANOVAs to analyze the data.

**Main Effects:**

- **Exocentric Perception**—Like egocentric distances, exocentric distances were also underestimated on an average. There was a main effect of display configuration on Signed Error—F(1,11)=8.63, p = 0.013, ηp²=0.44. Consistent to our earlier experiment, participants using an iPhone less underestimated the exocentric distance (see Figure 5a). Interestingly, a Chi-Square test indicated an significant main effect of Display on the number of overestimation and underestimation—χ²(1, N = 960)=55.9, p < .001. iPhone had significantly more number of overestimations than iPad (see Figure 6a).

  Though we did not find a significant effect of Display on Absolute Error (p=0.6); we have noticed a significant effect of Zone on Absolute Error—F(4,44)=11.6, p < 0.0013, ηp²=0.51. Zone 5 had significantly higher error than zones 1 and 2.

  In terms of Response Time, participants were significantly faster using an iPad than an iPhone—F(1,11)=10.77, p = 0.007, ηp²=0.49 (see Figure 6c).

  We did not find any significant effect of Spatial Arrangement on any of our dependent variables. There was no additional interaction effect between any of the variables tested.

- **Ordinal Perception**—A Chi-Square test indicated that, iPad (361 out of 460) had significantly more number of correct responses than iPhone (333 out of 460) in terms of ordinal depth perception—χ²(1, N = 960)=4.08, p = .04. Expectedly, Zone also had a significant effect on ordinal perception—χ²(4, N = 960)=32.94, p < .001. Errors consistently increased with distance.

**Subjective Feedback:**

After the experiment we asked participants to rate both of the displays on the following aspects on a Likert scale of 1 to 7. (Q1) What was your confidence level of ordinal depth judgment? (Q2) What was your confidence level of egocentric depth judgment? (Q3) How precisely have you identified the difference of size of the faraway
participants subjectively expressed discomfort using sensor-based methods and an experiment by Livingston et al. [22]. Additionally, we have found only one previous experiment using a handheld display.

In Experiment 2, we have found that bigger displays cause less depth compression. Third, tracking characteristics of handheld AR, particularly in outdoor locations. We noticed participants did not move the displays a lot. It will be interesting to investigate using a position tracker, hence enabling motion parallax. We assume that participants would move their displays more under these circumstances. We further assume that accurate tracking is not very crucial for better depth perception in pedestrian applications like AR browsers.

In Experiment 3, we have investigated the effect of display size and resolution on egocentric depth perception. While we did not find a significant effect of resolution on depth perception; smaller display size caused less underestimation.

Experiment 4 investigated the effect of display properties on exocentric and ordinal depth perception. We have noticed that, bigger display caused significantly less ordinal errors. Ordinal error increased with increasing distance in both displays. In this study, we have again noticed exocentric distance was underestimated throughout, and smaller display caused less underestimation.

In all of our user studies AR X-ray visualization did not affect depth perception. This result is encouraging, as our edge-overlay X-ray visualizations creates a certain amount of visual noise due to its edges; however, it did not affect perception of egocentric and exocentric distances in medium to far distances-fields.

In summary, our results have provided important insights on depth perception using handheld displays. First, bigger displays do not improve egocentric or exocentric depth perception; however, they significantly improve ordinal depth perception. Second, smaller displays cause less depth compression. Third, tracking methods and AR X-ray visualization do not influence depth perception in outdoor locations. Fourth, height in the visual field is the predominant depth cue for handheld AR applications.

More user studies are required to investigate the perceptual characteristics of handheld AR, particularly in outdoor locations. We noticed participants did not move the displays a lot. It will be interesting to investigate using a position tracker, hence enabling motion parallax. We assume that participants would move their displays more under these circumstances. We further assume that accurate tracking is not very crucial for better depth perception in pedestrian applications like AR browsers.

In Experiment 3, we have investigated the effect of display size and resolution on egocentric depth perception. While we did not find a significant effect of resolution on depth perception; smaller display size caused less underestimation.

Experiment 4 investigated the effect of display properties on exocentric and ordinal depth perception. We have noticed that, bigger display caused significantly less ordinal errors. Ordinal error increased with increasing distance in both displays. In this study, we have again noticed exocentric distance was underestimated throughout, and smaller display caused less underestimation.

In all of our user studies AR X-ray visualization did not affect depth perception. This result is encouraging, as our edge-overlay X-ray visualizations creates a certain amount of visual noise due to its edges; however, it did not affect perception of egocentric and exocentric distances in medium to far distances-fields.

In summary, our results have provided important insights on depth perception using handheld displays. First, bigger displays do not improve egocentric or exocentric depth perception; however, they significantly improve ordinal depth perception. Second, smaller displays cause less depth compression. Third, tracking methods and AR X-ray visualization do not influence depth perception in outdoor locations. Fourth, height in the visual field is the predominant depth cue for handheld AR applications.

More user studies are required to investigate the perceptual characteristics of handheld AR, particularly in outdoor locations. We noticed participants did not move the displays a lot. It will be interesting to investigate using a position tracker, hence enabling motion parallax. We assume that participants would move their displays more under these circumstances. We further assume that accurate tracking is not very crucial for better depth perception in pedestrian applications like AR browsers.

In Experiment 3, we have investigated the effect of display size and resolution on egocentric depth perception. While we did not find a significant effect of resolution on depth perception; smaller display size caused less underestimation.

Experiment 4 investigated the effect of display properties on exocentric and ordinal depth perception. We have noticed that, bigger display caused significantly less ordinal errors. Ordinal error increased with increasing distance in both displays. In this study, we have again noticed exocentric distance was underestimated throughout, and smaller display caused less underestimation.

In all of our user studies AR X-ray visualization did not affect depth perception. This result is encouraging, as our edge-overlay X-ray visualizations creates a certain amount of visual noise due to its edges; however, it did not affect perception of egocentric and exocentric distances in medium to far distances-fields.

In summary, our results have provided important insights on depth perception using handheld displays. First, bigger displays do not improve egocentric or exocentric depth perception; however, they significantly improve ordinal depth perception. Second, smaller displays cause less depth compression. Third, tracking methods and AR X-ray visualization do not influence depth perception in outdoor locations. Fourth, height in the visual field is the predominant depth cue for handheld AR applications.

More user studies are required to investigate the perceptual characteristics of handheld AR, particularly in outdoor locations. We noticed participants did not move the displays a lot. It will be interesting to investigate using a position tracker, hence enabling motion parallax. We assume that participants would move their displays more under these circumstances. We further assume that accurate tracking is not very crucial for better depth perception in pedestrian applications like AR browsers.

In Experiment 3, we have investigated the effect of display size and resolution on egocentric depth perception. While we did not find a significant effect of resolution on depth perception; smaller display size caused less underestimation.

Experiment 4 investigated the effect of display properties on exocentric and ordinal depth perception. We have noticed that, bigger display caused significantly less ordinal errors. Ordinal error increased with increasing distance in both displays. In this study, we have again noticed exocentric distance was underestimated throughout, and smaller display caused less underestimation.

In all of our user studies AR X-ray visualization did not affect depth perception. This result is encouraging, as our edge-overlay X-ray visualizations creates a certain amount of visual noise due to its edges; however, it did not affect perception of egocentric and exocentric distances in medium to far distances-fields.

In summary, our results have provided important insights on depth perception using handheld displays. First, bigger displays do not improve egocentric or exocentric depth perception; however, they significantly improve ordinal depth perception. Second, smaller displays cause less depth compression. Third, tracking methods and AR X-ray visualization do not influence depth perception in outdoor locations. Fourth, height in the visual field is the predominant depth cue for handheld AR applications.

More user studies are required to investigate the perceptual characteristics of handheld AR, particularly in outdoor locations. We noticed participants did not move the displays a lot. It will be interesting to investigate using a position tracker, hence enabling motion parallax. We assume that participants would move their displays more under these circumstances. We further assume that accurate tracking is not very crucial for better depth perception in pedestrian applications like AR browsers.

In Experiment 3, we have investigated the effect of display size and resolution on egocentric depth perception. While we did not find a significant effect of resolution on depth perception; smaller display size caused less underestimation.

Experiment 4 investigated the effect of display properties on exocentric and ordinal depth perception. We have noticed that, bigger display caused significantly less ordinal errors. Ordinal error increased with increasing distance in both displays. In this study, we have again noticed exocentric distance was underestimated throughout, and smaller display caused less underestimation.

In all of our user studies AR X-ray visualization did not affect depth perception. This result is encouraging, as our edge-overlay X-ray visualizations creates a certain amount of visual noise due to its edges; however, it did not affect perception of egocentric and exocentric distances in medium to far distances-fields.

In summary, our results have provided important insights on depth perception using handheld displays. First, bigger displays do not improve egocentric or exocentric depth perception; however, they significantly improve ordinal depth perception. Second, smaller displays cause less depth compression. Third, tracking methods and AR X-ray visualization do not influence depth perception in outdoor locations. Fourth, height in the visual field is the predominant depth cue for handheld AR applications.

More user studies are required to investigate the perceptual characteristics of handheld AR, particularly in outdoor locations. We noticed participants did not move the displays a lot. It will be interesting to investigate using a position tracker, hence enabling motion parallax. We assume that participants would move their displays more under these circumstances. We further assume that accurate tracking is not very crucial for better depth perception in pedestrian applications like AR browsers.

In Experiment 3, we have investigated the effect of display size and resolution on egocentric depth perception. While we did not find a significant effect of resolution on depth perception; smaller display size caused less underestimation.

Experiment 4 investigated the effect of display properties on exocentric and ordinal depth perception. We have noticed that, bigger display caused significantly less ordinal errors. Ordinal error increased with increasing distance in both displays. In this study, we have again noticed exocentric distance was underestimated throughout, and smaller display caused less underestimation.

In all of our user studies AR X-ray visualization did not affect depth perception. This result is encouraging, as our edge-overlay X-ray visualizations creates a certain amount of visual noise due to its edges; however, it did not affect perception of egocentric and exocentric distances in medium to far distances-fields.

In summary, our results have provided important insights on depth perception using handheld displays. First, bigger displays do not improve egocentric or exocentric depth perception; however, they significantly improve ordinal depth perception. Second, smaller displays cause less depth compression. Third, tracking methods and AR X-ray visualization do not influence depth perception in outdoor locations. Fourth, height in the visual field is the predominant depth cue for handheld AR applications.

More user studies are required to investigate the perceptual characteristics of handheld AR, particularly in outdoor locations. We noticed participants did not move the displays a lot. It will be interesting to investigate using a position tracker, hence enabling motion parallax. We assume that participants would move their displays more under these circumstances. We further assume that accurate tracking is not very crucial for better depth perception in pedestrian applications like AR browsers.

In Experiment 3, we have investigated the effect of display size and resolution on egocentric depth perception. While we did not find a significant effect of resolution on depth perception; smaller display size caused less underestimation.
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